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IMPROVING PATIENT
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A

lthough all healthcare professionals espouse the principle “First, do no harm,”
patients are occasionally harmed by caregivers’ actions (or inactions). The Institute of Medicine’s (IOM 2000) report To Err Is Human: Building a Safer Health
System estimated that 44,000 to 98,000 Americans die each year as a result of preventable
medical errors. IOM calculated the cost of medical errors, in terms of lost income, disability, and healthcare costs, at about $29 billion per year, not to mention the incalculable
emotional cost of losing a loved one. The publication caused a public outcry that led to
increased attention on patient safety.
In 2003, the Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality (AHRQ 2008) began
tracking select measures to determine the level of patient safety in the United States. Data
from 2005 revealed several opportunities for improvement:



.FEJDBMFSSPST
1SFWFOUBCMFBEWFSTF
FWFOUTPSOFBSNJTTFT
SFMBUFEUPNFEJDJOF

1BUJFOUTBGFUZ
"DUJPOTVOEFSUBLFO
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HBOJ[BUJPOTUPQSPUFDU
IFBMUIDBSFSFDJQJFOUT
GSPNCFJOHIBSNFECZ
UIFFGGFDUTPGIFBMUI
DBSFTFSWJDFTBMTPEF

U

Adverse drug events in the hospital related to frequently used medications affected 6.89 percent of Medicare patients who received warfarin to 13 percent
of Medicare patients who received intravenous heparin.

¾OFEBTGSFFEPNGSPN
BDDJEFOUBMPSQSFWFOU
BCMFJOKVSJFTQSPEVDFE
CZNFEJDBMDBSF

U

A bloodstream infection developed in 1.47 percent of hospitalized Medicare
patients who received a central venous catheter.

U

A pressure ulcer (patch of deteriorated skin) developed in 20.7 percent of
short-stay (30 days or less) nursing home residents.

U

Among heart attack patients, the median time from hospital arrival to initiation of thrombolytic (blood thinner) therapy was 43 minutes, well above the
national target of 30 minutes set by the American College of Cardiology and
the American Heart Association.

4BGFUZ
5IFRVBMJUZPSDPOEJUJPO
PGCFJOHTBGFGSFFEPN

8.1

S A FET Y

IN

H E AL T H C AR E

In the 2001 IOM report Crossing the Quality Chasm: A New Health System for the 21st Century, safe healthcare is one of the six dimensions of healthcare quality. Healthcare facilities
have had safety programs in place for many years. The purpose of these programs is to provide an environment in which hazards are eliminated or minimized for employees, staﬀ,
patients, and visitors. Safety is promoted via several activities, including risk management,
emergency preparedness, hazardous materials management, radiation safety, environmental safety and hygiene, security, and preventive maintenance. Historically, however, there
has been no organized, systems approach to the prevention of medical errors that cause
harm to patients.
The prevention of mistakes in healthcare is not something new but rather something taken for granted. For the most part, it has been entrusted to individuals; the physicians, nurses, technicians, clerical staﬀ, and others who provide care for patients or
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support patient care activities have been expected to do the right thing—correctly—every
time. When an error occurred, the person involved usually was blamed for being careless,
incompetent, or thoughtless. Organizations focused on training and hiring competent
people, believing they would be less likely to make mistakes. This reliance on healthcare
professionals to perform faultlessly was misguided.
While the development of a competent staﬀ is important, poor working conditions
can make even the ﬁnest professionals prone to error. Investigations of mishaps such as the
Three Mile Island and Challenger disasters have found that “accidents are generally the outcome of a chain of events set in motion by faulty system design that either induces errors or
makes them diﬃcult to detect” (Leape et al. 1995; emphasis added). Faulty system design is
also a factor in most medical incidents. While an individual may have made a mistake, the
root cause of that mistake probably lies in the design of the patient care system.
Healthcare professionals’ activities are inﬂuenced by multiple factors, including organizational culture, personal attitudes and qualiﬁcations, composition of the work group,
physical resources, and design of work systems and processes. Consider the event described
in Critical Concept 8.1. Although the radiology technician erred by not responding to what
the patient was saying, this mistake was encouraged by faulty equipment and a departmental procedure that failed to consider the possibility of an equipment malfunction.

!

CRITICAL CONCEPT 8.1
Patient Care Event Resulting in Patient Harm

" QBUJFOU UFMMT UIF SBEJPMPHZ UFDIOJDJBO UIBU TIF JT GFFMJOH IFBU GSPN UIF 9SBZ
FRVJQNFOU
 5IFUFDIOJDJBOEJTNJTTFTUIFQBUJFOUµTDPODFSOTBOEDPOUJOVFTXJUIUIFFYBNCFDBVTF
UIF9SBZQSPDFEVSFTUBUFTUIBUUIFNBDIJOFTIPVMECFUVSOFEPGGPOMZJGUIFFRVJQNFOUµT
NBMGVODUJPOXBSOJOHCVMCMJHIUTVQ#FDBVTFUIFNFDIBOJDBMXBSOJOHTZTUFNGBJMFE UIF

0SHBOJ[BUJPOBMDVMUVSF
1SFWBMFOUQBUUFSOTPG
TIBSFECFMJFGTBOE
WBMVFTUIBUQSPWJEF
CFIBWJPSBMHVJEFMJOFT
PSFTUBCMJTIOPSNTGPS
DPOEVDUJOHCVTJOFTT

8PSLTZTUFNT
4FUTPGJOUFSEFQFOEFOU
FMFNFOUT CPUIIVNBO
BOEOPOIVNBO FH 
FRVJQNFOU UFDIOPMP
HJFT UIBUJOUFSBDUUP
BDIJFWFBDPNNPOBJN

QBUJFOUTVGGFSTCVSOT

Accident research in other industries has shown that people’s ability to catch and
correct mistakes is not infallible (Reason 2001). Even the most explicit procedure or most
exacting preventive maintenance schedule cannot eliminate the possibility of human error.
Healthcare professionals watch for errors and usually catch and correct them before patients
are harmed, but if faulty system design causes numerous little mistakes, healthcare professionals can easily pass over a few without noticing. According to one research study, hospital
nurses encounter about one problem per hour that prevents them from continuing their
tasks (Tucker and Edmondson 2003). Examples of problems include missing supplies, information, and medications. The nurses must resolve these problems. In systems that are so
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problem-prone, even highly competent, vigilant
LEARNING POINT
nurses are unlikely to catch every error.
Healthcare Safety
Healthcare systems that depend on perfect
human performance are fatally ﬂawed. Mistakes
can happen to anyone. In general, they result
5SBEJUJPOBMMZ IFBMUIDBSFPSHBOJ[BUJPOTIBWFSFMJFEPOUIFQFP
from circumstances beyond the conscious control
QMFQSPWJEJOHQBUJFOUDBSFUPQSFWFOUFSSPST)PXFWFS QSPDFTTFT
of the perpetrator. To improve patient safety, sysUIBUSFMZPOQFSGFDUIVNBOQFSGPSNBODFBSFGBUBMMZ¿BXFE"O
tems and processes must be examined to see if
PSHBOJ[FE TZTUFNTJNQSPWFNFOUBQQSPBDIJTOFFEFEUPQSF
changes are needed to reduce the chance that a
WFOUFSSPSTUIBUDBVTFIBSNUPQBUJFOUT
patient will be harmed. The goal is to lessen the
risk of errors. If an error does occur, however, reliable safeguards should prevent the mistake from
reaching the patient. If the error does reach the patient, response mechanisms should act
"DDJEFOU
quickly to reduce the amount of harm to the patient.
"OVOQMBOOFE VOFY
QFDUFEFWFOU VTV
Patient safety improvement initiatives are an important component of a healthcare
BMMZXJUIBOBEWFSTF
organization’s overall quality management eﬀort. These initiatives focus primarily on the
DPOTFRVFODF
clinical aspects of patient care, but the same techniques used to protect patients from
harm can be applied to any work activity, including billing, patient registration, plant
7JHJMBOU
maintenance, and housekeeping. Techniques for preventing human errors are based on
$BSFGVMMZPCTFSWBOU
human factors science, which originated in the military during World War II (Wickens
PSBUUFOUJWFPOUIF
MPPLPVUGPSQPTTJCMF
et al. 1997). These techniques have been used for many years in other industries to increase
QSPCMFNT
productivity and reduce accidents.

*

8.2

P R EV E NT I N G M I S T AK E S

Most mistakes are not intentional but occur because a process is complex. Even simple
patient care processes are complex in terms of the variables involved. Consider, for example, the hospital process of obtaining a blood specimen for laboratory testing illustrated
in Figure 8.1.
The variables in this process include the method used to order the test (handwritten
or electronic), the patient’s location, the method used to collect the specimen, the type of
vials used to store the blood, the method of laboratory analysis, the manner in which results are reported, and much more. Considering all of these variables, the results are likely
to be inaccurate at least some of the time.

Test
ordered

Test
completed

Results
reported

Results
reviewed
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FIGURE 8.1.
High-Level
Flowchart
of Hospital
Laboratory Testing
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.JTUBLFQSPP¾OH
*NQSPWJOHQSPDFTTFTUP
QSFWFOUNJTUBLFTPSUP
NBLFNJTUBLFTPCWJPVT
BUBHMBODFBMTPDBMMFE
FSSPSQSPP¾OH

4BGFHVBSET
1IZTJDBM IVNBO PS
BENJOJTUSBUJWFDPOUSPMT
JODPSQPSBUFEJOUPB
QSPDFTTUPJEFOUJGZBOE
DPSSFDUFSSPSTCFGPSFB
QBUJFOUJTIBSNFE

TABLE 8.1.
Mistakes and
Safeguards
That Prevent
Patient Harm

At best, the process can be changed to make errors impossible. We encounter examples of mistake-prooﬁng every day. Here are just a few:
U

Heating devices that shut oﬀ automatically so they are not left on all day

U

Circuit breakers that trip when circuits are overloaded

U

Computer disks that have overwrite protection

U

Lawn mower motors that shut oﬀ when the operator lets go of the handle

Unfortunately, elimination of all possible chances for error is not always feasible. In
such cases, patient care processes should be redesigned so the chances of harmful errors are
minimized. By adding safeguards to a process, the likelihood of causing patient harm can
be greatly reduced. Table 8.1 provides examples of patient care mistakes and safeguards
that catch and correct them before they reach the patient.

Mistake

Safeguard

A surgeon starts to close a patient’s
surgical incision at the completion of an
operation for extensive bowel repair, not
knowing that a surgical sponge has been
left inside the patient.

The scrub nurse does a sponge count and
discovers one is missing. The surgeon
locates the sponge inside the abdomen
and removes it before closing the incision.

A phlebotomist starts to draw blood from
the left arm of a patient, not knowing that
the patient has just undergone a
mastectomy on the left side and should
not have blood drawn from that arm.

A red wristband on the patient’s left arm
alerts the phlebotomist that the left arm
should not be used for blood draws.

A hospital dietary worker delivers an
unmarked food tray to a patient room.
He assumes he is delivering the tray to
the correct room because it is the last
tray on the cart and the patient in the
room is the only patient in the nursing
unit who has not received a meal.

A large sign indicating “nothing by mouth” is
hung by the patient’s bed. The dietary
worker sees the sign and does not leave the
food tray for the patient.

A physician prescribes a medication
without knowing that the patient is
allergic to it.

The pharmacist reviews the patient’s
medication history and discovers the
mistake. The pharmacist contacts the
physician, and the physician prescribes a
different medication.
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High-risk activities usually incorporate several safeguards. Figure 8.2 is an illus)JHISJTLBDUJWJUJFT
tration of a hospital’s medication administration process and errors that could occur at
5BTLTPSQSPDFTTFT
LOPXOUPCFFSSPS
various stages. Notice the reviews along the way that catch and remedy those mistakes.
QSPOFPSUIBUIBWF
When these safeguards don’t work as intended, mistakes can reach the patient. To further
QPUFOUJBMGPSDBVTJOH
safeguard patients, healthcare organizations are adopting many of the error prevention
TJHOJ¾DBOUQBUJFOUIBSN
strategies and techniques used in other industries.
TIPVMEBOFSSPSPDDVS
Patient safety is one component of an organization’s quality management activities.
The same basic cycle of measurement, assessment, and improvement used in other quality management activities applies to patient safety
initiatives. The safety of patient care is measured,
LEARNING POINT
Reducing Patient Care Mistakes
the measurement results are assessed, and improvements are made.

*

5FDIOJRVFTGPSFMJNJOBUJOHBOESFEVDJOHFSSPSTUIBUPDDVSJOUIF

8.3

M EA S U R I N G P AT I E NT S AF E T Y

EFMJWFSZPGQBUJFOUDBSFBSFCBTFEPOIVNBOGBDUPSTTDJFODF 

XIJDIIBTCFFOVTFEGPSZFBSTJOPUIFSJOEVTUSJFTUPQSFWFOU
The purpose of patient safety performance meaXPSLFSBDDJEFOUT
surement is to discover and ﬁx problems before
an adverse event occurs. Measures of patient
safety are like canaries in coal mines; they warn
of risky situations before a mishap occurs. Pa"EWFSTFFWFOU
tient safety measures are no diﬀerent from other healthcare performance measurements.
"OZJOKVSZDBVTFECZ
Many of the measures described in Chapter 3 alert the organization to situations that are
NFEJDBMDBSF
a potential safety threat to patients. Examples of patient safety topics and the system-level
measures used to assess corresponding performance are shown in Table 8.2.
*ODJEFOUSFQPSUT
Incident reports, sometimes called occurrence reports, are paper or electronic forms
*OTUSVNFOUT QBQFS
used to document potential or actual patient safety concerns. Employees are asked to
PSFMFDUSPOJD VTFEUP
EPDVNFOUPDDVSSFODFT
complete a report whenever a patient is involved in an event that has caused or has the
UIBUDPVMEIBWFMFEPS
potential to cause injury. The following are examples of reportable events:
U

Error that occurs during the delivery of patient care (e.g., medication administration mistake, treatment error)

U

Development of a condition seemingly unrelated to a patient’s disease (e.g.,
infection, pressure ulcer)

U

Adverse or suspected adverse reactions to a treatment, medication, or blood
transfusion

U

Serious injury or unexpected death of a patient

U

Patient fall
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FIGURE 8.2.
Hospital
Medication
Administration
Process

A physician writes a prescription for a
hospitalized patient, not knowing the
patient is allergic to the medication.

The pharmacist reviews the prescription.

Error discovered.
Mistake remedied.

The pharmacist does not discover the
physician’s error and dispenses the
medication to the nursing unit. The accident
trajectory continues.

A nurse receives the medication from the
pharmacy and reviews it for
appropriateness/accuracy prior to
administration.

Error discovered.
Mistake remedied.

The nurse does not discover the
physician’s error and approaches the
patient to administer the medication.

The nurse identifies the medication to
the patient.

Error discovered.
Mistake remedied.

The patient receives the medication to
which he is allergic.
Source: Spath (2001). Used with permission.
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Topic of Interest

Measure

How often do patients develop an
infection as a result of surgery?

Number of surgical cases in which patients
developed an infection following surgery per
100 procedure days

How often do patients develop an
infection as a result of a central
venous catheter insertion?

Average number of hospital-wide central venous
catheter infections per 1,000 catheter line days

How often do patients develop
pneumonia as a result of being on
a ventilator?

Rate of pneumonia detected per 1,000 ventilator
days in the intensive care units

How often do patients have an
adverse reaction to a medication?

Average number of adverse drug events per
1,000 doses

How often do patients experience
a sentinel event?

Number of sentinel events per 10,000 adjusted
patient days*

How often do patients fall?

Number of falls per 10,000 adjusted patient
days*

How often do patients experience
a medication error?

Number of medication errors per 1,000 doses of
medication



TABLE 8.2.
Patient Safety
Topics and
System-Level
Measures

* Adjusted patient days is a quantity calculated by the financial department that is based on the sum of inpatient
days and financial equivalent patient days, which is determined by applying a formula to outpatient treatments.
Therefore, inpatients and outpatients are accommodated in this quantity.

U

Malfunction of a medical device resulting in actual or potential patient injury

U

Diagnostic or testing problem (e.g., delay in testing or reporting, failure to
report signiﬁcant abnormal results, wrong test ordered)

'BJMVSF

An example of a form used to report the circumstances surrounding a patient fall is
shown in Figure 8.3. The individual who witnessed, ﬁrst discovered, or is most familiar with
the incident usually completes the report. The reporter does not include his or her judgment
on the cause of the event, only facts. The names of witnesses to the event and the employee
involved in the incident (if not the reporter) are typically included in the report.
The incident reporting process is not standardized among healthcare organizations.
Facilities may deﬁne reportable events diﬀerently or use diﬀerent mechanisms to document events. To streamline the reporting process, some organizations have created Webbased incident reporting tools and telephone hotlines.
Prompt identiﬁcation of patient incidents enables an organization to immediately
investigate the circumstances of the incident and, if necessary, modify the process or
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FIGURE 8.3.
Patient Fall
Incident Report

Patient name: _________________________ Room # __________ Age: _________ Gender: _____________
Admission date: _______________________ Date of fall: ___________ Time of fall: ___________________
Ask the patient:
Do you remember falling?

 Yes
 No (If the patient cannot respond, his or
her family may be able to provide information.)

Were you injured?

 Yes (How and where?)
 No

What were you doing when you fell?
Other information:
Was the nurse call light on?

 Yes (Include number of minutes call light was on.)
 No

The activated call light belonged to:

 Patient
 Roommate

Contributing factors (Specify all.)








Was the patient following the risk for
falls protocol?

 Yes
 No

Medication:
Equipment:
Footwear:
Confusion:
Urgency of bladder/bowels:
Environmental issues:

Any other information from patient, family, or staff

Number of hours since last patient assessment
 Yes

 No

Injury

 Yes

 No

Did staff witness the fall?

 Yes

 No

Was the patient identified as at risk for falls?

 Yes

 No

 Yes

 No

Has this patient previously fallen during this stay?
Age

What fall prevention interventions were used?
Was the patient physically restrained?

environment to prevent similar occurrences in the future. Incident reports are also used
to identify patterns of events that indicate unsafe conditions. Various departments and
committees in the organization review these reports on a regular basis. A bar graph of
the types of incidents that occurred in a hospital over the course of one month is shown
in Figure 8.4.
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FIGURE 8.4.
Bar Graph of
Patient Incidents
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TreatmentRelated
Event

To ensure that staﬀ members report patient incidents, managers must strive to
maintain an environment that encourages people to report mistakes, admit problems,
have diﬀerent opinions, and exchange ideas. Experience has shown that when employees
fear reprisal, they are less likely to report patient incidents and the organization thus loses
a valuable source of information about patient safety. This ﬁnding is consistent with what
has been discovered by oﬃcials of the NASA Aviation Safety Reporting System and the
British Airways Safety Information System. These groups identiﬁed the following ﬁve
practices as important to increasing the quantity and quality of employee incident reports
(O’Leary and Chappell 1996):
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U

Protect people involved against disciplinary proceedings (as far as practical).

U

Allow conﬁdential reporting or de-identify the reporter.

U

Separate the agency or department collecting and analyzing the reports from
those that have the authority to institute disciplinary proceedings and impose
sanctions.

U

Provide rapid, useful, accessible, and intelligible feedback to the reporting
community.

U

Make reporting easy.

An increasing number of healthcare facilities are required to report patient incidents to entities outside the organization. More than half of the states have implemented
regulations that require healthcare organizations to report certain types of serious incidents to the state health department. Some of
these states publicly report the number of each
LEARNING POINT
type of incident. More important, state patient
Safety Measurement
incident databases are a means of identifying the
underlying causes of risks and hazards in patient
care through analysis of events occurring at many
5IF GVOEBNFOUBM QSJODJQMFT PG QFSGPSNBODF NFBTVSFNFOU
facilities. Lessons learned through this analysis are
BQQMZ UP QBUJFOU TBGFUZ 5P FODPVSBHF FNQMPZFFT UP SFQPSU
often publicly shared. Several entities that manage
FWFOUTUIBUIBWFDBVTFEPSIBWFUIFQPUFOUJBMUPDBVTFJOKVSZ
state incident reporting systems are listed in the
UPQBUJFOUT PSHBOJ[BUJPOTNVTUSFBTTVSFUIFJSTUBGGTUIBUUIFZ
website resources at the end of this chapter.
XPOµUCFEJTDJQMJOFEGPSVOJOUFOUJPOBMNJTUBLFT
Ultimately, there will be a national reporting system for patient safety incidents. In 2005, the
federal government passed the Patient Safety and
Quality Improvement Act (Patient Safety Act), which included plans to develop a national
1BUJFOUTBGFUZ
database of patient incident information. The Patient Safety Act made possible the creation
PSHBOJ[BUJPOT 140T
of a nationwide network of patient safety organizations (PSOs) for the purpose of gather"TTPDJBUJPOTUIBUIBWF
ing and analyzing information about patient incidents from providers in all states. To qualify
FYQFSUJTFJOJEFOUJGZJOH
SJTLTBOEIB[BSETJO
as a PSO, an organization must have expertise in identifying risks and hazards in the delivery
UIFEFMJWFSZPGQBUJFOU
of patient care, determining the underlying causes, and implementing corrective and prevenDBSF EFUFSNJOJOHUIF
tive strategies. As of this writing, AHRQ, the federal entity responsible for administering the
VOEFSMZJOHDBVTFT BOE
PSO provisions of the Patient Safety Act, is starting the PSO selection process.

*

JNQMFNFOUJOHDPSSFD
UJWFBOEQSFWFOUJWF
TUSBUFHJFT

8.4 I MP R O VI NG

P AT I E N T S A F ETY

Projects aimed at improving patient safety follow the same steps as any other project:
1. Deﬁne the improvement goal.
2. Analyze current practices.
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3. Design and implement improvements.
4. Measure success.
Any of the models described in Chapter 5 could be used to improve patient safety. For
instance, just as rapid cycle improvement (RCI) was used to improve patient satisfaction
(Figure 5.4), an outpatient clinic could use RCI to reduce prescription errors.
Two improvement models not described in Chapter 5 are used by healthcare organizations for the explicit purpose of making patient care safer: failure mode and eﬀects
analysis and root cause analysis. These patient safety improvement models are described
below.
FAILURE MODE

AND

EFFECTS ANALYSIS

Failure mode and eﬀects analysis (FMEA) is a proactive risk assessment technique that
involves a close examination of a process to determine where improvements are needed
to reduce the likelihood of adverse events (McDermott, Mikulak, and Beauregard 1996).
The technique is considered proactive because the improvement project is undertaken to
prevent an adverse event. The FMEA technique promotes systematic thinking about the
safety of a patient care process in terms of the following questions:

'BJMVSFNPEFBOE
FGGFDUTBOBMZTJT
'.&"
4ZTUFNBUJDBTTFTTNFOU
PGBQSPDFTTUPJEFOUJGZ
UIFMPDBUJPO DBVTF 
BOEDPOTFRVFODFTPG
QPUFOUJBMGBJMVSFGPSUIF
QVSQPTFPGFMJNJOBUJOH

U

What could go wrong?

PSSFEVDJOHUIFDIBODF

U

What will be the result if something goes wrong?

GBJMVSFNPEF FGGFDUT 

U

What needs to be done to prevent a bad result when something does go
wrong?

PGGBJMVSFBMTPDBMMFE
BOEDSJUJDBMJUZBOBMZTJT
'.&$" BOEIFBMUI
DBSFGBJMVSFNPEF
BOEFGGFDUTBOBMZTJT

Risk or hazard potential is part of every process. The goal of an FMEA project is to
ﬁnd these hazards and make process changes to reduce the risk of error. FMEA is a formal
and systematic assessment process, but individuals informally use FMEA almost every day.
Here is an example:

)'.&"  "OFYBNQMF
PGBDPNQMFUFE'.&"JT
TIPXOJO'JHVSF

1SPBDUJWFSJTL

You want to go to a music concert, expecting to buy a ticket at the door.
What could go wrong: The concert will be sold out.
Result: You’ll miss the concert, plus you’ll be disappointed because you’ve waited
several years for this band to come to your town.
Prevent the bad result: Buy a ticket in advance.
FMEA has been used to conduct safety system evaluations in manufacturing, aviation,
computer software design, and other industries for many years. Now healthcare organizations use the technique to evaluate and improve the safety of patient care activities. Hospitals
and skilled nursing facilities accredited by The Joint Commission (2008c, 87; 2008d, 28) are
required to periodically conduct prospective risk assessments for patient safety improvement
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)B[BSEBOBMZTJT
5IFQSPDFTTPGDPM
MFDUJOHBOEFWBMVBUJOH
JOGPSNBUJPOPOIB[BSET
BTTPDJBUFEXJUIB
QSPDFTT

'BJMVSFNPEFT
%JGGFSFOUXBZTBQSP
DFTTTUFQPSUBTLDPVME
GBJMUPQSPWJEFUIFBO
UJDJQBUFESFTVMU

purposes. The FMEA improvement model is the most common technique used to comply
with this standard (American Society for Healthcare Risk Management 2002).
The six steps of an FMEA project are sequenced similarly to those of the PlanDo-Study-Act improvement model (see Figure 8.5). FMEA projects are undertaken by a
team that has experience with the process under study; it regularly carries out the activities
and knows where the potential for error exists. The FMEA project team may also include
people who have no experience with the process to gain a diﬀerent perspective.
An FMEA project begins with the development of a clear understanding of the process. The team develops a ﬂowchart to visualize each of the steps. Next, the team conducts
a hazard analysis, which involves a brainstorming session to develop a list of all failures
that could occur in each step. The ﬁrst two steps in the process of ordering laboratory tests
for hospitalized patients are shown in Figure 8.6. Listed below each step are the failure
modes or errors that could occur.

FIGURE 8.5.
FMEA Steps in
Relationship to
PDSA Cycle
PLAN

1. Organize
information about
the process

4. Implement and
pilot test the
process changes

DO

2. Conduct a hazard
analysis
3. Develop the
process changes

ACT

6. Make the
process
changes
permanent or
revise and
retest the
process
changes

5. Evaluate whether
the process
changes achieved
the desired result
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Process step:

Failure modes:

1
Test ordered

2
Test completed

Wrong test ordered by
physician

Wrong patient tested

Patient not properly
prepared for test

Wrong test performed



FIGURE 8.6.
First Two Steps
in Hospital
Laboratory Testing
Process and Failure
Modes

Inadequate specimen

Incomplete order for test

After all potential failure modes or mistakes have been identiﬁed for each step, the
team determines the risk or criticality of each failure mode to prioritize them for elimination. A criticality score is assigned to each potential failure on the basis of the following
criteria:

$SJUJDBMJUZ
3BOLJOHPGQPUFOUJBM
GBJMVSFTBDDPSEJOHUP
UIFJSDPNCJOFEJO¿V
FODFPGTFWFSJUZBOE
GSFRVFODZBOEQSPC

U

Frequency: the probability that the failure will occur

U

Severity: the degree of harm the patient would experience if the failure occurred

U

Detection: the likelihood that the failure will be detected before patient harm
occurs

BCJMJUZPGPDDVSSFODF

Test ordered

Criticality
Score

Effect

Detection

Potential Failure

TABLE 8.3.
FMEA Worksheet
Severity

Step

Frequency

Each of these criteria is rated on a scale of one to ﬁve, with one as the lowest possible rating
and ﬁve as the highest. Once the rating process is complete, a criticality score is assigned to
each potential failure. This score is calculated by multiplying the frequency score by the severity score by the detection score. Table 8.3 is an FMEA worksheet for the ﬁrst step in the

Wrong test ordered
by physician
Patient not properly
prepared for test
Incomplete order for test
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laboratory test ordering process. After recording in column three the eﬀect the potential
failure would have, the team completes the scoring process. The potential failures with the
highest criticality scores are considered the critical failures most in need of prevention.
Once the critical failures are identiﬁed, the team needs to determine what would cause
these potential failures so preventive actions can be taken. The following list provides examples of questions the team can ask about the critical failures to discover their root causes:
U

Who might experience this problem? Would all the people who do the work
experience it or just some of them?

U

What is the speciﬁc problem? For example, referring to the laboratory ordering
process, what information is the physician likely to omit when ordering a test?

U

Where might the failure occur? Where would the failure be unlikely to occur?

U

When would the problem likely happen (during certain times or days of the
week)? When wouldn’t the problem happen?

U

Why might the failure occur? Why doesn’t it occur all the time?

U

How many times has the problem occurred in the past? How can the process
be changed to eliminate or reduce the chance this problem will occur?

Table 8.4 is an action planning worksheet the team can use to brainstorm ways the process
can be changed to reduce the chance of failure, help people perform their jobs correctly,
and help people identify and correct the failure before a patient is harmed.
The remaining steps of the FMEA project are the same as those of any improvement
project. The process changes are implemented and tested to determine whether the desired
results have been achieved. In an FMEA project, the desired result is reduction or elimination
of critical failures. If the process changes reduce or eliminate the possibility that the critical
failures will occur—the desired result of an FMEA
project—they are incorporated into the process.
LEARNING POINT
Changes that don’t produce the desired result are
FMEA
evaluated to determine why they didn’t work, and
new process changes are developed and tested.
'.&" JT B QSPTQFDUJWF SJTL BTTFTTNFOU UFDIOJRVF VTFE UP
FMEA projects are usually undertaken for
SFEVDFIJHISJTLQSPDFTTGBJMVSFT5IFQSPCBCJMJUZBOEMJLFMJ
processes involving high-risk patient care activiIPPEPGEFUFDUJOHBGBJMVSFJTDPNCJOFEXJUIBOFTUJNBUFPGUIF
ties prone to failure; however, they can be used
JNQBDUPGUIFGBJMVSFUPQSPEVDFBDSJUJDBMJUZTDPSF5IJTTDPSF
to reduce failure in any process. Figure 8.7 is a
completed FMEA for the process of collecting
IFMQTUFBNTQSJPSJUJ[FGBJMVSFTGPSFMJNJOBUJPO
patient demographic and insurance information
in a large ambulatory health clinic for women.

*
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Prevention
Critical
Failure

Reduce
the chance
for failure

Detection
Help people
perform their
jobs correctly

Identify and correct
the failure before the
patient is harmed



TABLE 8.4.
Action Planning
Worksheet

Physician
ordered
the wrong
test
Patient was
not properly
prepared for
the test
The order for
the test was
incomplete

Members of the FMEA team included the registration area supervisor, two registration
clerks, the manager of the patient accounts oﬃce, and the patient ﬁnancial counselor. The
clinic business manager served as team leader.
Several variations of the FMEA model described here are being used in healthcare organizations. The Veterans Health Administration created a model called
Healthcare Failure Mode and Effects Analysis™ to conduct proactive risk analyses
(U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs 2007). Some healthcare organizations use a
proactive risk analysis model called failure mode, effects, and criticality analysis.
All models have similar characteristics.
ROOT CAUSE ANALYSIS

Root cause analysis (RCA) has been used for many years in other industries. NASA’s
(2003) use of RCA to investigate the Space Shuttle Columbia disaster is just one example.
Safety improvement teams use RCA after an adverse event has occurred to determine
system deﬁciencies that led to the event. The six steps involved in RCA follow the PlanDo-Study-Act Cycle (Figure 8.8).
Since 1996, organizations accredited by The Joint Commission have been required
to conduct an RCA following a sentinel event. A sentinel event is an incident in which
death or serious harm to a patient occurred. The word sentinel reﬂects the egregiousness
of the injury (e.g., surgery performed on the wrong patient) and the likelihood that
investigation of the event will reveal serious safety problems (Wachter 2008, 276). The
Joint Commission also encourages facilities to conduct an RCA following a near miss. A
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Process Step

Potential Failure Mode

Potential Effect

Detection of Failure

Criticality Score

FIGURE 8.7.
FMEA of the
Process of
Collecting Patient
Demographic
and Insurance
Information

Probability of Failure
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Severity of Effect



Verify patient’s mailing
address and phone
number

Registration clerk does not
verify address and phone
number.

Billing statement is sent to the
wrong address; physician is unable
to contact patient if necessary after
patient leaves clinic.

4

4

5

80

Registration clerk enters
demographic information
incorrectly.

Billing statement is sent to the
wrong address; physician is unable
to contact patient if necessary after
patient leaves clinic.

4

3

5

60

Patient gives registration
clerk incorrect information.

Billing statement is sent to the
wrong address; physician is unable
to contact patient if necessary after
patient leaves clinic.

4

3

5

60

Wrong insurance company
is billed.

Payment delay

5

3

3

45

Registration clerk does not
perform verification of
insurance benefits.

Payment delay

5

4

3

60

Verify patient’s insurance
information

Rating Key
Severity rating scale:

Probability rating scale:

Detection rating scale:

1 = No effect

1 = Almost certain to be detected and corrected

2 = Minimal effect

1 = Highly unlikely/never
happened before

3 = Moderate, short-term effect

2 = Low/relatively few failures

4 = Significant, long-term effect

3 = Moderate/occasional failures

3 = Moderate likelihood of being detected and
corrected

5 = Catastrophic effect

4 = High/repeated failures

4 = Low likelihood of being detected and corrected

5 = Very high/failure almost
inevitable

5 = Remote likelihood of being detected and
corrected

2 = High likelihood of being detected and corrected

Actions Intended to Eliminate/
Reduce Failure or Mitigate Effects

Measures of Success

Critical Failure

Root Causes

Registration
clerk does not
verify address
and phone
number.

Clerks are not trained and
do not receive continuing
education on use of
address verification
capabilities of registration
computer system.

/Provide address verification training
for registration staff

Registration
clerk does not
perform
verification of
insurance
benefits.

Management does not
hold registration clerks
accountable for insurance
verification.

/Implement policies and procedures
that hold registrars accountable for
verification of patient’s insurance

/Percentage of accounts for which
registration clerk does not verify
patient insurance benefits

/Continue to educate registration staff
on importance of insurance verification

/Percentage of accounts with
incorrect insurance identification
and group numbers

/Educate registration staff on
importance of address verification and
demonstrate correct way to document
that verification was performed

/Implement incentives for registration
staff to verify insurance benefits

/Percentage of billing statements
returned because of invalid
address

/Percentage of accounts billed to
wrong insurance company
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FIGURE 8.8.
RCA Steps in
Relationship to
PDSA Cycle
PLAN

1. Understand what
happened
2. Identify root causes

4. Implement and
pilot test risk
reduction strategies

DO

3. Develop risk
reduction strategies
to prevent
recurrence

6. Make risk
reduction
strategies
permanent or
revise and retest
strategies
ACT

5. Evaluate whether
risk reduction
strategies achieved
desired result
STUDY

near miss is an incident that did not result in death or injury but could have; only by
chance was the patient not harmed. Since 1996, several states have enacted regulations
similar to The Joint Commission’s standards. These regulations require healthcare facilities to conduct formal investigations of serious adverse events.
Like FMEA, the RCA process is similar to what people do almost every day. For
example, a strange sound from my car (a symptom) indicates something is wrong. Symptoms are not the cause of the problem; they are signals that something may be wrong.
Turning up the radio to mask the strange sound won’t ﬁx the faulty water pump (root
cause) causing the sound. My car problem will continue until the root cause is corrected.
The same is true for problematic patient care processes. Delivery of the wrong medication to a hospitalized patient (a symptom) signals that something is wrong with the
medication administration process. If the people involved in giving medications don’t
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ﬁnd and ﬁx the root cause of the mistake, another medication error is likely to occur in
the future.
RCA begins promptly after a sentinel or adverse event. Like all improvement projects, a team of people is assembled to conduct the investigation. The team comprises
people who witnessed the event and people with expertise in the processes involved. In
some organizations, managers or senior leaders may also work with the RCA team. Ideally,
the team leader is someone who has experience using the RCA investigation technique.
Critical Concept 8.2 is a description of a wrong-site surgery event. An arthroscopy
should have been performed on the patient’s right knee, but the procedure was done on
his left knee. The RCA team for this event comprises the people directly involved in the
procedure (surgeon, anesthesiologist, surgical nurses, and surgery scheduling clerk) and the
managers of the admission and surgical areas. The team’s ﬁrst task is to determine what
happened by collecting and inspecting physical evidence (such as equipment, materials,
and safety devices) and reviewing documentary evidence (paper or electronic media). The
team also asks the people directly and indirectly involved in the event to provide their
perspectives. These discussions may occur in a team meeting, or people may be interviewed
individually. Ultimately, the team develops a picture of the event and creates a high-level
ﬂowchart to illustrate the steps leading up to it (Figure 8.9).

!

CRITICAL CONCEPT 8.2
Description of Wrong-Site Surgery Event

"ZFBSPMENBOIBEBOBSUISPTDPQZQSPDFEVSFQFSGPSNFEPOIJTMFGULOFFJOTUFBEPG
IJTSJHIULOFF5ISFFXFFLTQSJPSUPUIFTVSHFSZ UIFPSUIPQFEJDDMJOJDUFMFQIPOFEUIF
IPTQJUBMUPTDIFEVMFUIFNBOµTQSPDFEVSF"UUIBUUJNF UIFGSPOUPG¾DFTUBGGJOUIFDMJOJD
NJTUBLFOMZTDIFEVMFEBMFGULOFFBSUISPTDPQZ UIFXSPOHLOFF 5IFTVSHFSZTDIFEVMJOH
DMFSLBUUIFIPTQJUBMGBYFEBTVSHFSZDPO¾SNBUJPOGPSNUPUIFDMJOJD1FSIPTQJUBMQPMJDZ 
UIFDMJOJDJTTVQQPTFEUPSFWJFXUIFJOGPSNBUJPOPOUIFGPSN WFSJGZUIFBDDVSBDZ BOEGBY
UIFTJHOFEDPO¾SNBUJPOCBDLUPUIFIPTQJUBM5IFDMJOJDTUBGGXBTCVTZBOEEJEOPUGBYUIF
DPO¾SNBUJPOCBDL
 0OUIFEBZPGUIFTVSHFSZ UIFQBUJFOUµTQBQFSXPSLJOEJDBUFEUIBUUIFTVSHFSZXBT
UPCFQFSGPSNFEPOIJTMFGULOFF QFSUIFPSJHJOBMQIPOFDBMMGSPNUIFDMJOJD5IFTVS
HFSZTDIFEVMF BEPDVNFOUVTFEUPQMBOUIFEBZµTBDUJWJUJFTJOUIFPQFSBUJOHBSFB BMTP
JOEJDBUFEUIBUUIFQBUJFOUXBTUPIBWFBMFGULOFFBSUISPTDPQZ5IFNBOXBTUBLFO
UPUIFQSFPQFSBUJWFIPMEJOHBSFB XIFSFBOVSTFTQPLFXJUIIJNBCPVUIJTVQDPN
JOHQSPDFEVSF3FMZJOHPOMZPOUIFTVSHFSZTDIFEVMF UIFOVSTFBTLFEUIFQBUJFOUUP
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!

CRITICAL CONCEPT8.2
Description of Wrong-Site Surgery Event

DPOGJSNUIBUIFXBTIBWJOHBOBSUISPTDPQZPOIJTMFGULOFF5IFNBOUPMEUIFOVSTF
UIBUIFIBECFFOFYQFSJFODJOHQBJOJOCPUILOFFTBOEUIBUIFµEFWFOUVBMMZOFFEQSP
DFEVSFTPOCPUIPGUIFN)FUIPVHIUIFXBTTDIFEVMFEGPSTVSHFSZPOIJTSJHIULOFF
UIBUEBZCVUUIBUQFSIBQTUIFEPDUPSIBEEFDJEFEUPPQFSBUFPOIJTMFGULOFFJOTUFBE
5IFOVSTFEJEOPUSFBEUIFIJTUPSZBOEQIZTJDBMFYBNJOBUJPOSFQPSUUIBUUIFQBUJFOUµT
EPDUPSCSPVHIUUPUIFIPTQJUBMUIBUNPSOJOH*GTIFIBESFBEUIJTSFQPSU TIFXPVME
IBWFOPUJDFEUIBUJUIBESJHIULOFFTVSHFSZTDIFEVMFEUIBUEBZ
 5IFBOFTUIFTJPMPHJTUFYBNJOFEUIFQBUJFOUJOUIFQSFPQFSBUJWFIPMEJOHBSFB8IFO
BTLFEBCPVUUIFQSPDFEVSF UIFNBOXBTDPOGVTFEBCPVUXIJDILOFFXBTUPCFPQFSBUFE
POUIBUEBZ5IFBOFTUIFTJPMPHJTUXSPUF´LOFFBSUISPTDPQZµJOIJTOPUFTJOUIFQBUJFOUµT
SFDPSE5IFQBUJFOUXBTUBLFOJOUPUIFPQFSBUJOHSPPN XIFSFUIFTVSHFPOXBTXBJUJOH
5IFTVSHFPOTQPLFXJUIUIFQBUJFOUBCPVUUIFVQDPNJOHQSPDFEVSFPOIJTSJHIULOFF 
BOEUIFQBUJFOUTJHOFEBDPOTFOUGPSNJOEJDBUJOHUIBUTVSHFSZXBTUPCFQFSGPSNFEPO
UIFSJHIULOFFUIBUEBZ5IFTVSHFPONBSLFEIJTJOJUJBMTPOUIFNBOµTSJHIULOFFJOJOLUP
EFTJHOBUFUIFTVSHFSZTJUF
 5IFBOFTUIFTJPMPHJTUBOETDSVCOVSTFSFBEJFEUIFSPPNGPSUIFQSPDFEVSF5IFQBUJFOU
XBTBOFTUIFUJ[FEBOEGFMMBTMFFQ5IJOLJOHUIFNBOXBTIBWJOHTVSHFSZPOIJTMFGULOFF 
UIFOVSTFQMBDFEBESBQFPWFSIJTSJHIULOFF OPUOPUJDJOHUIFTVSHFPOµTJOJUJBMT5IFMFGU
LOFFXBTQMBDFEJOUIFTUJSSVQBOEQSFQQFEGPSUIFQSPDFEVSF5IFOVSTFUIFOBTLFEFW
FSZPOFJOUIFSPPNUPDPO¾SNUIBUUIFNBOXBTUIFDPSSFDUQBUJFOUBOEUIBUIFXBTIBWJOH
BOBSUISPTDPQZPOIJTMFGULOFF&WFSZPOFJOUIFSPPNTBJE²ZFT³FYDFQUUIFTVSHFPO XIP
XBTCVTZQSFQBSJOHGPSUIFQSPDFEVSF%JTUSBDUFE IFOPEEFEIJTIFBEJOBHSFFNFOU5IF
OVSTFEPDVNFOUFEPOUIFQSFPQFSBUJWFDIFDLMJTUUIBUUIFQBUJFOUµTJEFOUJUZ QSPDFEVSF 
BOETVSHFSZTJUFIBECFFOWFSJ¾FE
 5IFTVSHFPOQFSGPSNFEUIFBSUISPTDPQZPOUIFLOFFUIBUIBECFFOQSFQQFE±UIFMFGU
POF8IFOUIFQBUJFOUBXPLFJOUIFTVSHJDBMSFDPWFSZBSFB IFBTLFEUIFOVSTFXIZIF
GFMUQBJOJOIJTMFGULOFFBOEUPMEIFSUIFQSPDFEVSFTIPVMEIBWFCFFOQFSGPSNFEPOIJT
SJHIULOFF5IFOVSTFOPUJ¾FEUIFTVSHFPO XIPJNNFEJBUFMZJOGPSNFEUIFQBUJFOUBOE
IJTGBNJMZBCPVUUIFNJTUBLF

Next, the team looks for the root causes of the event. This step is more involved
than the Five Whys tool described in Chapter 6. First, the RCA team determines the
causal factors. Causal factors are situations, circumstances, or conditions that collectively,
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FIGURE 8.9.
High-Level
Flowchart of Event

Clinic
schedules
patient for
left knee
arthroscopy
at hospital

Patient
registers
at hospital on
day of
surgery

In preoperative
area, nurse
confirms
surgery site
with patient

Anesthesiologist
talks with
patient and
does
preoperative
assessment

Surgical room
set up for
procedure

Patient’s left
knee prepped
by scrub nurse
and surgery
site confirmed
with other
people in room

Left knee
arthroscopy
performed

Patient alerts
nurses to
wrong-site
surgery

Surgeon talks
with patient
and marks
patient’s right
knee as correct
surgery site

with other causes, increased the likelihood of the adverse event. The team identiﬁes several
such factors for the wrong-site surgery event:
U

The orthopedic clinic phoned the patient’s surgery reservation to the hospital.
According to procedure, the clinic also should have conﬁrmed the surgery reservation and provided a hard copy of it to the hospital, but it did not. Team
discussion reveals that many surgeons’ oﬃces don’t comply with this step.

U

The surgeon failed to provide a copy of the patient’s history and physical
examination to the hospital at least 72 hours prior to surgery (as required by
procedure). Without this document, the admissions and surgery scheduling
clerk was unable to double-check the accuracy of the planned surgery prior to
the patient’s arrival.

U

The nurse relied only on what was written on the surgical schedule to conﬁrm
the surgery site. The patient’s history and physical report (which the surgeon
brought to the hospital on the day of the surgery) indicated the patient was to
undergo a right knee arthroscopy, but the nurse did not read this report.

U

The patient had a history of pain in both knees. The surgeon told him that
eventually an arthroscopy would need to be performed on both knees. When
the nurse and the anesthesiologist questioned the patient, he appeared confused about which knee was to be operated on that day.
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U

The surgeon correctly marked the patient’s right knee as the surgery site.
However, the scrub nurse placed drapes over the right knee and prepared the
left knee for the procedure. The nurse had already set her mind to the fact
that a left knee arthroscopy was to be performed and didn’t notice the surgical
site marking on the patient’s right knee.

U

Prior to starting the arthroscopy, the scrub nurse asked everyone in the room
to conﬁrm the left knee as the surgery site. Everyone replied “yes” except the
surgeon, who was busy at the time. He just nodded his head in agreement.
According to procedure, everyone in the room is supposed to stop what he or
she is doing and verbally conﬁrm the correct site.

U

The surgeon proceeded with the left knee arthroscopy, not noticing that he
was working on the wrong knee.



The team uses a cause and eﬀect diagram like the one in Figure 8.10 to sort the causal
factors into problem categories.
Once the team is satisﬁed that it has identiﬁed all causal factors, it identiﬁes the root
causes. Root causes are the most fundamental reasons the event occurred. To discover the

Policies/procedures

Communication

FIGURE 8.10.
Cause and
Effect Diagram
for Wrong-Site
Surgery

Patient management

Surgery
performed
on wrong site

Equipment, software
products, and materials

Physical work area

Training/supervision
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root causes, the team asks “why” questions about each of the causal factors. For example,
why didn’t the clinic provide a hard copy of the conﬁrmed surgery reservation as required?
Why didn’t the nurse double-check the intended procedure by reading through the patient’s history and physical report? Why didn’t anyone stop to reconﬁrm the correct surgery
site when the patient exhibited confusion about the surgery he was having? Why didn’t the
scrub nurse notice the surgical site marking on the right knee before covering it up with a
drape? This questioning process continues until the team identiﬁes the system problems that
underlie the causal factors. System problems take many forms (Vincent 2003):
U

Organization and management (e.g., policies and standards, organizational
culture, values and priorities)

U

Work environment (e.g., staﬃng levels, workload, skill mix, resource availability, managerial support)

U

Team (e.g., communication, team leadership, willingness to seek help)

U

Individual staﬀ members (e.g., knowledge and skills, motivation and attitude)

U

Task (e.g., availability and use of standardized procedures)

Since January 1995, The Joint Commission has been gathering information on
the root causes of sentinel events. As of March 2008, The Joint Commission (2008e) has
reviewed 4,977 sentinel events that occurred in accredited healthcare organizations. The
most common root cause of sentinel events is inadequate communication between care
providers or between care providers and patients/families. Other leading root causes include incorrect assessment of a patient’s physical or behavioral condition and inadequate
leadership, orientation, or training (The Joint Commission 2008b, 47).
The RCA team involved in investigating the event described in Critical Concept 8.2
determines the following system problems to be the root causes of the wrong-site surgery:
U

During the surgery site veriﬁcation step, members of the surgical team did not
actively communicate with each other.

U

Management does not ensure that members of the surgical team consistently
comply with the standardized surgery site veriﬁcation procedures.

U

Surgeons’ oﬃces are not held accountable for not complying with the hospital’s surgery scheduling procedures and history and physical exam report
requirements.

U

Perceived pressure for productivity (the need to start all procedures at the
scheduled time) discourages members of the surgical team from interrupting
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the process when something unusual occurs (such as a patient expressing confusion about the surgery he is having).
An adverse event usually has no more than four root causes. If the team identiﬁes more
than four, questioning should continue until the fundamental reasons are apparent.
Now that the root causes of the sentinel event have been identiﬁed, the team develops solutions to prevent such an event from occurring again. The Joint Commission uses
the phrase risk reduction strategies to describe the actions required to reduce or eliminate
root causes. Risk reduction strategies are divided into three broad action categories:

3JTLSFEVDUJPO
TUSBUFHJFT
"DUJPOTVOEFSUBLFOUP
SFEVDFPSFMJNJOBUFUIF
SPPUDBVTFPGBOBEWFSTF
FWFOU &YBNQMFTPGSJTL
SFEVDUJPOTUSBUFHJFTBSF

U

Eliminate the chance of failure

U

Help people perform their jobs correctly

U

Help people identify and correct mistakes before patients are harmed

GPVOEJO5BCMF

Examples of strategies in each category are deLEARNING POINT
scribed in Table 8.5.
Root Cause Analysis
The remaining steps of the RCA project are the same as those of any improvement
project. The risk reduction strategies are imple3PPUDBVTFBOBMZTJTJTBOBDDJEFOUJOWFTUJHBUJPOUFDIOJRVFVO
mented and tested to determine whether desired
EFSUBLFOUP¾OEBOE¾YUIFGVOEBNFOUBMDBVTFTPGBOBEWFSTF
results have been achieved. If the strategies are
FWFOU*UJTTJNJMBSUPBOZJNQSPWFNFOUNFUIPEUIBUGPMMPXTUIF
successful, they are made permanent. Strategies
TUFQTPGUIF1MBO%P4UVEZ"DUDZDMF
that don’t achieve the desired results are evaluated to determine why they didn’t work, and new
strategies are developed and tested.
FMEA and RCA are not exclusively used for improving the safety of patient care
processes. Just as the FMEA improvement model can be used to conduct a prospective
risk assessment of any process, the RCA model can be used to investigate the cause of any
process failure.

*

8.5

P A T I ENT E NGAGE ME N T

IN

S AF ETY

A patient safety observation by authors of the IOM (1999) report To Err Is Human involved the role of patients in preventing medication errors:
Patients themselves also could provide a major safety check in most hospitals, clinics,
and practice. They should know which medications they are taking, their appearance,
and their side eﬀects, and they should notify their doctors of medication discrepancies
and the occurrence of side eﬀects.
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TABLE 8.5.
Action Categories
and Risk Reduction
Strategies

Action Category

Examples of Risk Reduction Strategies

Eliminate the chance
of failure

*Change the process to prevent failures
*Restructure tasks so that error-inducing behavior is no
longer performed
*Automate the process to reduce the role of human
involvement
*Purchase error-proof equipment

Help people perform
their jobs correctly

*Create visible displays of acceptable actions
*Conduct pre-action inspections using checklists or other
reminders
*Educate staff and monitor compliance
*Standardize the process
*Reduce the number of steps in the process, thus reducing
the chance of error
*Make ergonomic changes (e.g., improve lighting, reduce
workplace clutter)
*Maintain equipment according to manufacturers’
recommendations (e.g., regularly monitor compliance with
routine maintenance schedules)

Help people identify and
correct mistakes before
the patient is harmed

*Train people to better recognize and deal with unusual
situations
*Create specialized teams of people who are coordinated
and prepared to deal with unusual situations

In 2003, the National Quality Forum called for more research regarding the ways
providers can facilitate the role of patients in reducing their chance of experiencing a
medical error. Since then, a growing body of research suggests patients and their family
members can be additional safeguards in the healthcare system (Spath 2008b). Here are
just some of the ways patients can make their hospital experience safer:
U

Observe/ask caregivers to perform patient identity checks before administration of treatments

U

Keep a list of prior medical history, current treatments, and allergies, and
share this list with caregivers at admission
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U

Know how often staﬀ should change wound dressings, and when/how/whom
to ask for a dressing change

U

Know the type, dosage, and frequency of administration for medications; ask
caregivers to explain prescribed medications to verify that they are correct; if
incorrect, question the caregiver’s decision to administer the medication

U

Observe/ask whether caregivers have washed their hands

U

Monitor the cleanliness of the equipment and the environment and report
problems

U

Be informed about the usefulness of changing position in the hospital bed,
and ask for position changes if they aren’t made as required

U

Request help when getting out of bed, or ask for an assistive device (e.g., cane
or walker)

U

Conﬁrm that caregivers know what the doctor has ordered

U

Ask about equipment to understand what diﬀerent sounds or noises mean;
alert caregivers if there appears to be a problem



In 2002, The Joint Commission joined with AHRQ, the American Medical Asso4USBUFHZ
ciation, and other national groups to promote involvement of consumers in patient safety
"DUJPOEFTJHOFEUP
eﬀorts. As of this writing, The Joint Commission (2008a, 22) requires accredited organizaMPXFSUIFSJTLPGGBJMVSF
tions to encourage patients’ active involvement in their care as a patient safety strategy.
Caregivers are required to communicate with the patient and family about all aspects of
care and encourage them to report concerns about safety.
Some forward-thinking healthcare organizations are not only sharing information
with patients and partnering with them for safety purposes but also including them in advisory groups to solicit safety improvement suggestions. At Dana-Farber Cancer Institute
in Boston, patient and family representatives participate in a number of quality and patient safety–
LEARNING POINT
Patient Safety
related committees (Joint Commission Resources
2006). Likewise, the patient safety oversight committee at Passavant Area Hospital in Jacksonville,
1BUJFOUT BOE GBNJMZ NFNCFST DBO QSPNPUF UIFJS TBGFUZ CZ
Illinois, includes three laypeople from the comTQFBLJOHVQXIFOTPNFUIJOHBQQFBSTVOTBGFPSPVUPGUIFPSEJ
munity. This committee reviews the hospital’s
OBSZ*OTPNFPSHBOJ[BUJPOT QBUJFOUTBOEGBNJMZNFNCFSTBSF
patient safety measurement results and discusses
JOWPMWFEJOJOUFSOBMRVBMJUZNBOBHFNFOUFGGPSUT
solutions to safety problems (Spath 2008a). DanaFarber and Passavant are two of many organizations
embracing consumers as safety partners. Openly

*
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soliciting the consumer perspective on healthcare quality management, including safety
improvement, is a relatively new phenomenon gaining in popularity.

CONCLUSION
'PSNBOZZFBST IFBMUIDBSFPSHBOJ[BUJPOTIBWFSFMJFEQSJNBSJMZPOQFPQMFQFSGPSNJOHUIFJS
KPCTDPSSFDUMZUPQSPUFDUQBUJFOUTGSPNVOJOUFOEFEIBSN%FDBEFTPGSFTFBSDI NPTUMZGSPN
PUIFSJOEVTUSJFT IBTQSPWFOUIBUNPTUBDDJEFOUTBSFDBVTFECZDBQBCMFCVUGBMMJCMFQFPQMF
XPSLJOHJOEZTGVODUJPOBMTZTUFNT)FBMUIDBSFPSHBOJ[BUJPOTBSFOPXCPSSPXJOHUFDIOJRVFT
GSPNPUIFSJOEVTUSJFTBOEVTJOHBTZTUFNTBQQSPBDIUPJNQSPWFQBUJFOUTBGFUZ
1BUJFOUTBGFUZJTPOMZPOFEJNFOTJPOPGIFBMUIDBSFRVBMJUZ ZFUJUSFDFJWFTBMPUPG
BUUFOUJPOGSPNSFHVMBUPST QVSDIBTFST BOEBDDSFEJUBUJPOHSPVQT"TDPOTVNFSJTNJOIFBMUI
DBSFHSPXT QBUJFOUTBSFFYQFDUJOHUPUBLFBNPSFBDUJWFSPMFJOTBGFUZ$POTVNFSTµJOWPMWF
NFOUJOTBGFUZJNQSPWFNFOUJTCFDPNJOHBNBKPSDPOUSJCVUPSUPIFBMUIDBSFPSHBOJ[BUJPOTµ
RVBMJUZNBOBHFNFOUFGGPSUT
1BUJFOUTBGFUZJODMVEFTUIFTBNFCBTJDRVBMJUZNBOBHFNFOUDPNQPOFOUTNFBTVSF
NFOU BTTFTTNFOU BOEJNQSPWFNFOU5XPJNQSPWFNFOUNPEFMT '.&"BOE3$" BSFPGUFO
VTFEUPSFEVDFUIFDIBODFUIBUIBSNGVMNJTUBLFTXJMMPDDVS

STUDENT DISCUSSION QUESTIONS
 (PUISPVHIUIFTUFQTPGBO'.&"QSPKFDUGPSUIFQSPDFTTPGUBLJOHBCBUI TFF'JHVSF 
6TFBXPSLTIFFUMJLFUIFPOFJO'JHVSFUPEPDVNFOUZPVSJEFBT
FIGURE 8.11.
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 8IFODPNQMFUJOHUIF'.&" DPOTJEFSZPVSPXOCBUIJOHFYQFSJFODFTBOEXIBUPUIFSQFP
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